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I. INTR~DUCTI~N 
The differential-difference equation 
f’(X) = - c!f(x - 1) u +fw> (1-l) 
and similar ones occur widely in applications and describe many interesting 
types of phenomena. For example, Eq. (1.1) is mentioned by Wright in [l] 
as arising in the application of probability methods to the theory of asymp- 
totic prime number density. Cunningham in [2] depicts it as a “growth 
equation” representing a mathematical description of a fluctuating population 
of organisms under certain environmental conditions. In addition, it may 
describe the operation of a control system working with potentially explosive 
chemical reactions, and quite similar equations arise in economic studies 
of business cycles. 
In our discussion 01 is assumed to be a real parameter. If ‘p is a real valued, 
bounded, and Lebesgue integrable function defined on the interval (- 1, 01, 
then a function f such that f(x) = p)(x) for x in (- 1, 01, and such that 
f(4 =fP> - a jIf@ - 1) (1 +fw> & 
for all x > 0, is referred to as a solution of (1.1) corresponding to the initial 
function q. In [l] Wright presents a theorem demonstrating the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution corresponding to each initial function as speci- 
fied and shows that if ~(0) > - 1 a solution is described by the formula 
f(x) = [I +f(O)l exp [- 01 /~lrct)~~] - 1. (14 
Also, one easily observes that if x > x1 2 0 then (1.2) implies 
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Wright proves the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution for 0 5 01 ( 8 
and the existence of undamped bounded oscillatory behavior for 01 > x/2. 
He has also constructed a number of interesting expansions for solutions 
and presents several theorems pertaining to analytic solutions. Kakutani 
and Markus in [3] present theorems separating the strict asymptotic 
behavior of solutions for 0 < CL 5 e-l and the oscillatory behavior which 
occurs for 01 > e-l. 
On the basis of the existence of undamped bounded oscillatory behavior 
for 01 > v/2, one intuitively feels that (1.1) very probably generates nontrivial 
periodic motions. This intuition is strengthened when it is realized that a 
uniform bound can be constructed both on the amplitudes and the distribu- 
tions of zeros of all such oscillatory solutions corresponding to initial func- 
tions of constant sign and bounded below by - 1 at x = 0. 
It will be shown herein that there are periodic solutions of Eq. (1.1) for 
each 01 > r/2, and that if f is such a solution, then f is analytic in a strip of the 
complex plane containing the real line. Furthermore, for all x > 0, 
s WP f(t) lit= 0 r 
where p denotes the period off. We shall see that f may be chosen so that 
f(q) = 0 implies f h as a single simple zero x,, in (x0, x,, + p) and f ‘(x) = 0 
if and only if x = x,, + 1 or x = x,, + 1 for x in (x,,, x,, + p). We shall 
establish a lemma concerning the instability of solutions of the equation 
u’(x) = - w(x - 1) + g(X), 
which may be of some independent interest. 
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall denote by C[ - 1, 0] the space of continuous real valued functions 
defined on the interval [ - 1 , 01, and for v in C[ - 1 , 01, 
The topology used with C[- 1, 0] is always assumed to be the norm topo- 
logy. C,[ - 1, 0] C C[- 1, 0] is the subset of all elements v such that 
q(- 1) = 0 and C,+[- 1, 0] C C,[- 1, 0] is the subset of all elements v such 
that v(x) > 0 for x in (- l,O]. We define S C Cz[- 1,0] to be the set of 
continuously differentiable functions such that v in S implies 
0 < II v II I e” - 1, and 0 < fp’(x) I aIF. 
f(x, 9)) denotes the solution value of (1.1) at x corresponding to the initial 
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function q~. For each q~ in C$[- 1,0] we let am;, aa and zs(p) denote the 
first, second, and third positive zeros respectively, if they exist, of the cor- 
responding solution of (1.1). A(v) = as(v) + 1 if aa exists. S(E) C S is 
the subset of all elements q~ such that I/ p j / 2 E, and S(c) C S is the subset 
of all elements q~ such that 11 v Ij 5 E. 
For easy referencing we list the following results obtained by Wright in [l]. 
(2.1) For 01 > e-t, hi, aa(p)), and as(v) are defined and A(v) > 2 for all 
v in C,+[- l,O]. 
(2.2) Forcu.>O, -l<<f(x,p)<ea--lforallx>Oandg,inS. 
(2.3) f for x restricted to [h(q) - 1, A(v)] is in S for all v in Ci[- 1, 01. 
(2.4) If (Y > 1 and j 1 9 ] j is sufficiently small, then ~~(9)) < 2 and 
~~+~(rp) - xi(~) < 3 for i = 1, 2. 
(2.5) If zi(q~) < .~a(~) < a** < zJv)> < *** denotes the set of zeros of f, 
then {z~(P)) + I>, n = 1, 2, .a*, is the complete set of zeros off’. 
By virtue of (2.1) we may define the mapping T on C,+[- 1, 0] u (0) 
such that T(0) = 0 and for v in C$[- 1, 01, 
T(v) (4 =f(%) + 3, YJ>, x in [- LOI. 
We now present a series of simply established lemmas which are important 
to the development of our subject. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 01 > 0, let f be a solution of (1.1) corresponding to an 
initial function such that ~(0) > - 1, and let x1 and x, be two points such that 
x2 > x1 > 0. Then f(xl) >, =, < f(xJ if and only if 
s X,-l 21-if(u) du >, =j < 0, 
and f(xJ = f(x.J if and only ij 
s “f(u)f(u - 1) du = 0. 21 
PROOF. The conclusions follow immediately from (1.3). 
LEMMA 2.2. For each Jixed (Y > 1, h is bounded and > 2 on each bounded 
subset Y C C$[- 1, 01. 
PROOF. By (2.1) h(g)) is finite for each q~ in Y and we observe that f(x, 9’) 
andf’(x, 9’) on (0, I] are uniformly bounded for v in Y. Defining # on Y by 
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formula #(y) (xl = f(x + 1, v,), x in [- 1, 01, we see that $(Y) is contained 
in a compact subset of C[- 1, 0] so the boundedness of X follows. (2.1) also 
implies X > 2 on Y. 
LEMMA 2.3. T maps every compact subset of Cz[- 1, 0] u (0) into S 
topologically. 
PROOF. T(0) = 0 and by Lemma 2.2 h is bounded on each bounded 
subset Y C C,‘[- 1, 01. Hence observing (1.2) it is immediately clear that 
T is continuous on C,‘[- 1, 01. Assume T is not one-to-one on C$[- 1, 01. 
Then there exist vpl and QJ~ in Ci[ - 1 , 0] such that v1 # ~a and T(& = T(yJ. 
Obviously this can not be if either pr or Q+ are 0 so we assume v1 and ~a 
are in Ci[- 1, 01. Without loss of generality we can suppose X(& 2 h(yr). 
Let fr and fi denote the solution of (1.1) corresponding to v1 and ~a respec- 
tively. Let qa(x) = fi(x + h(~~a) - X(&) for x in [- 1, 01, and let fs be the 
solution of (1.1) corresponding to 9,. Clearly fr(x) =fa(x) of x in 
[h(qr) - 1, h(&] and v1 # v3. q1 Z pa implies there exists x1 in (0, 1) such 
that f&4 f f&d I-I ence there must exist x* in (0, A(v,) - l] such that 
fi(x) = f3(x) for x in [x *, h(vr)] and for some x2 in (x* - 1, x*),fr(zJ # fa(xJ. 
But observing (1.1) we have 
f&2) = - fh% + 1) f&h + 1) 01{1 +f& + l)} = - oL{l +f3(x2 + l)} =f3(X2)* 
Hence we have by contradiction that T is one-to-one. It follows that T must 
be topological on every compact subset of C,t[- 1, 01. (2.3) implies 
T(Ci[- 1, 0] u (0)) C S and our proof is complete. 
We have mentioned that Wright has demonstrated that a solution of (1.1) 
is uniquely determined by its specification on a unit interval. Hence if there 
exist y* in S such that the image of v* under T is q*, then it must follow that 
the solution corresponding to v* is periodic of periodp < max (X(p) : v in S}. 
Let us consider positive constants E, the corresponding set S(E), and an open 
convex set S* C C$[- 1, 0] containing S(E). We have shown that T maps 
S(E) and S* into S topologically. If, in addition, E can be chosen such that for 
some finite n, 
(J TI’(S(<)) C S* 
i=O 
and T”(S*) C S(E), 
then by an asymptotic fixed point theorem of Browder presented as Theo- 
rem 2 in [4] it would follow that there is a fixed point in S(c) under T and 
the existence of a nonconstant periodic solution would be established. The 
remainder of this paper is directed towards establishing the necessary inclu- 
sions. 
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III. ASSOCIATED LINEAR EQUATIONS 
In this section a number of properties of the linear differential-difference 
equations 
y’(x) = - my(x - 1) (3.1) 
and 
u’(x) = - cad(x - 1) + g(x) (3.2) 
are considered, where g is continuous and small in a sense which will be 
defined. Aside from being of interest in themselves, the results obtained con- 
cerning these equations play a major role in the results obtained about (1.1) in 
the following section. 
If we consider the solution y* of (3.1) corresponding to the initial function 
+*c4 = 0, for x in [- l,O), 
**P) = 1, (3.3) 
we observe that the Laplace transform of y* is (s + ale+-l, where s is a 
complex variable restricted to a half plane. It seems reasonable, therefore, 
that our discussion of (3.1) and (3.2) should be facilitated by knowledge of 
the roots of the transcendental equation 
ses + Q = 0. (3.4) 
We shall use the following information taken from [I]: 
(3.5) If ~11 > e-l, the roots of (3.4) occur in conjugate complex pairs s,, 
S,, where S, = u,, f it,, and ~VTT < t, < (2~ + I)T, Y = 0, 1,2, *+a. 
(3.6) If a> 7r/2, then gV > , =, < 0 according as Y <, =, >(2a! -T)/&. 
Also u,, = 0 for (Y = ~12 and uV+r < u, for all OL > 0 and Y 2 0. A slight 
extension of these results is expressed in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For LY. = ~12, t, = 7~12, and 7~12 < t, <V for a> 1T/2. 
PROOF. s0e80 + 01 = 0 implies u0 + are-uo cos t, = 0. Using the facts that 
a,, = 0 for a = n/2, u0 > 0 for 01> ~12, and 0 < to < 7~ for (Y 2 ~12, the 
lemma follows immediately. 
Another result of Wright contained in [l] which we shall use is as follows: 
(3.7) If (II > e-l, the solution y of (3.1) corresponding to an initial function 
v is expressable as 
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where A, is defined by 
(sv + 1) A,, = #I) + sv /“, v(t) e-“tdt. 
The series is uniformly convergent for x > 1 + 6 where 6 > 0 is arbitrary. 
We now transform (3.7) into a form more convenient for our purposes. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (y. > e-l and let A, = B, + iC,, for v = 0, 1,2, *e*, 
where B, and C, are real. The series of (3.7) can be expressed as 
y(x) = 2 2 e’@(B, COs t,x - C, sin t,x}. 
t-0 
Let 
and 
Qv = do) +/yl y(u) e-Yu, cos t,u + t, sin t,u) du, 
Q: = II, 44 e-“““( t, cos t,u - u, sin tp) du. 
Then 
Bv = Jv[(uv +1)Qy + t,QT] 
where 
and Cv = Jv - t,Qv + (a, + 1) &:I, 
Iv = Ku, + 1)2 + ty. 
PROOF. The lemma is easily verified by manipulating the information 
given in (3.7) in a straightforward manner. 
Now for real x we define 
K(0r; x) = 2Jo[(uo + 1) cos t$ + to sin tfi]. 
It is easily verified using Lemma 3.1 that for 01 2 rr/2, K(ol; x) has uniformly 
spaced zeros at a distance r/to apart, 1 < n/to < 2, and K(ar; x) is periodic 
of period 2+,. We also observe that K(a; CC) euooz: satisfies (3.1) and, in parti- 
cular, K(7r/2; x) is a solution of period 4 with zeros a distance 2 apart. We 
define {z,J, n = 1, 2, *a*, to be the set of positive zeros of K such that 
K(0r; x) > 0 for a;, < x < Z, + 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 01> e-1 and let y be a solution of (3.1) corresponding to an 
initial function q3 in S. 
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There exists 77 such that 0 < 7 < 1 and 
y(z, + T) > y(O) {K(a; 27, + 7) euo’Z”+q’ + O(em(zm+v))} 
for all 12 2 1. 
PROOF. First we determine the solution y* of (3.1) corresponding to the 
initial function $*. Applying Laplace transforms we get 
j*(s) = (s + Ole-s)-l, 
where 
j*(s) = /ff edzsy(x) dx. 
In view of (3.7) we are assured of the convergence of the improper integral 
involved for the real part of s sufficiently large. Hence using the Laplace 
Inversion formula we have 
Now using Lemma 3.2 we have 
y*(x) = 2 2 e”“(BT cos t,x - C,* sin t&) 
“4 
where 
Thus 
B,* = (a, + 1) JV and c: = - t, j”. 
y*(x) = K(a; x) euo” + 2 2 Jveo~‘[(a, + 1) cos tp + t, sin tYx]. 
VP1 
By (3.6), us > a, > a, for all Y > 1, so we obtain the asymptotic formula 
where m < a,,. 
y*(x) = K(ol; x) euo02 + O(emr), (3.9) 
Now consider a solution y of (3.1) corresponding to an arbitrary initial 
function 9) in S. Again taking Laplace transforms we have 
p(s) = ~(0) g*(s) - C+*(S) I”, e--s(r+1) v(x) dx 
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and by the inversion formula it follows that 
y(x) = ~(0) y*(x) - 5 j:ll P$*(s) 1 jyl ecsft+l) p(t) dt 1 ds. 
Since the interchange of the order of integration is justified by the uniform 
convergence of the improper integral for t in [- 1, 01, we conclude that 
y(x) = ~(0) y*(x) - a,1, v(t) y*@ - t - 1) dt. 
Using (3.9) we have 
y(x) = p(0) (K(a; x) 8@ + O(PZ)} 
-O! 
s 
r, {K(a; x - t - 1) eGo(z-t-l’ + O(em(r-t-l))} v(t) tit. 
Since v is a positive nondecreasing function and v(- 1) = 0, 
s O O(em(z-t-l)) q-(t) dt = q(O) O(em2) 
and 
-1 
y(x) = y(O) {K(a; x) euoo3c + O(emo)> - a j’ K(ol; t) eGotcp(x - 1 - t) dt. 
Z-l 
For each z, let qn be such that 0 < 7n < 1 and 
(3.10) 
s %+%I K(oI, t) enotdt = 0. (3.11) *n+?l,-1 
Since the function K(q t) e aat changes sign once and only once in the interval 
(z, - 1, x, + 1) it is clear that 7% is unique. Now 
~(7~ - 1) ,:f”” K(a, t) e”otdt = - ~(7~ - 1) jzm K(c~, t) e’@dt, 
%fl)n--l 
so 
I 
GZ+%i 
K(oL, t) euot&z, + 7, - 1 - t) dt 
zvz 
f 
2% 
<- K(oL, t) eootp?(z, + 7n - 1 - t) dt 
%+‘ln--l 
f’(x) = - of@ - 1) (1 +f(x)> 443 
and 
By (3.11) 
SO 
K(a, t) euotp(z, + 7jn - 1 - t) dt < 0. 
Z”+‘ln-l 
s 
%m 
--01 K(oI, t) eBotdt = 0, 
&L+riTl-1 
(3.12) 
and 
s 
“n+‘ln d 
“n+‘ln-l z {K(oI, t + 1) eOOO’ttl’} dt = 0 
Finally since K(ar, z, + X) = K(cx, x,,, + X) for all x it follows that T,, 
equals a constant q for all n. Therefore, by (3.10) and (3.12), 
y(zn + 7) > ~(0) {K(a; z1 + 7j) euo’Z~+q’ + O(em(z~+q))} 
for all n 2 1, and our lemma is proved. 
We now prove a theorem which forms the principal link between the results 
of this section and the proof of the existence of periodic solutions of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U(E) denote the set of solutions of (3.2) corresponding 
to initial functions q~ in S(E) such that ~(0) = E, and let there exist positive con- 
stants /3 and 6 such that 1 g(x) 1 I BE’+~ or 1 Jtg(t) dt / I /3&+“. Then for an 
arbitrary fixed C > 0 and 01 > 42, there extits c1 > 0 su$%iently small and a 
positive constant x* such that for arbitrary u in u (U(E) : E in (0, EJ}, U(X) 
exceeds CE at some point in every interval of length 2+,, < 4 contained in 
{x : x 2 x*}. Also if the distance between zeros of u is greater than one for 
x > x*, then u(x) exceeds CE at some point in every interval between successive 
zeros over which U(X) is positive. 
PROOF. We first consider the solution u* of (3.2) corresponding to the 
trivial initial function. Using Laplace transforms it follows easily that 
z;*(s) = j*(s) d(s). (3.13) 
Using (3.9) and convolution we have 
u*(x) = lx {K(a; t) edOt + O(emt)} g(x - t) dt 
0 
= euozH(x) + ’ O(emt)g(x - t) dt 
0 
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where 
H(x) = 1: K(ol; x - t) e-@g(t) dt. 
If j g(x) 1 I /3~‘+” then 
H(x) I t I K(a ; x - 5(x)) I I g(t(x)) I (1 - eduOor) I Awl+’ 
where 0 < E(x) < x and & is a positive constant. If ( S,“g(t) dt 1 I @l+‘, 
then letting h(t) = j:g(u) d Y and integrating by parts we have 
/ H(x) / = / K(a ; 0) emaooz h(x) 
+ 1,” [K’( 01; x - t) + ~,$(a ; x - t)] evoot h(t) dt I 
= 1 K(a ; 0) edgo’ h(x) 
+ 631 - e+) [Wa; x - 5(x)) + ~&(a ; x - &))I h(l(x)) 
5 B2E1+a, 
where 0 < t;(x) < x and /3a is a positive constant. Then it is clear that u* 
is governed by an asymptotic formula of the form 
U*(X) = r[q(x) c8eooz + O(emz)], (3.14) 
where q(x) is a bounded function such that ( q(x) 1 < c, c > 0. 
Obviously any solution in U(E) can be expressed as 
U(X) = y(x) + u*(x) (3.15) 
where y is the solution of (3.1) corresponding to the same initial function as u, 
and by (3.14) and Lemma 3.3 we have that 
u(z, + 7) > c[K(a; z1 + 7) + q(zn + 7) E’+ O(e”‘““-““zn+~‘)] ego’. (3.16) 
Let z1 be such that CC; < ~K(cx; z1 + -q) and let x1 be such that if G(x) is 
the term denoted O(e-(“o-m)z) in our asymptotic formula for u, then 
IG(x)) <$K(ar;zl+v)forx>x,.Thusforxin 
{x, + 7j : n = 1,2, -} n {x : x > x,}, u(x) > c[& K(a; x1 + 7) eooz] 
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where u is arbitrary in u {U(E) : E in (0, ~1). Now let x* > x1 be such that 
*K(cy, x1 + 7) e”@* > C. We may conclude that for x in 
{x, + 7j : n = 1,2, a..} n {x : x > x*) 
and u in u {U(e) : E in (0, el]} that U(X) > CE and our proof is complete. 
IV. THE EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
With the results now established, we are in a position to prove through a 
sequence of simple lemmas the existence of periodic solutions of (1.1) and 
reveal some of their properties. 
LEMMA 4.1. For 01 > 1 let f be a solution of (1.1) corresponding to an 
initial function ~JI in ,!?(Q), 1 > q > 0. For 9) in g(q) such that 11 q~ /1 = E, 
let x”(v) > 0 be the jkt point where 1 f(x, v) / 2 2J4. Then Z(v) is uniformly 
unbounded for all q~ in S(Q) as Ed approaches xero. That is, for an arbitrary 
positive constant C, there exists cl > 0 such that Z(v) > C for all T in S(Q). 
PROOF. Assume there exists C such that for arbitrarily small l 1 there is 
some element v in S(G,) such that E(v) < C. Let f be the solution of (1.1) 
corresponding to v and let x1 < x2 < .a* < z,, < *a* be its set of zeros. Since v 
is a positive monotonically increasing function such that 11 v /I = E < Ed, 
we have by (1.3) that /f(x) I is monotonically decreasing on [0, x,]. Hence 
I f(x) / 5 E on [- 1, z,]. For each z, we have by Lemma 2.1 that 
f(z, + 1) = exp I- 01 /IS-,f(x) dx/ - 1, 
” 
(4.1) 
and by (2.5) If& + 1) I 2 IfW I f or x in [z,, zn+J. Hence, using (4.1) it 
follows that 
/f(x) j < exp {CM} - 1 = OIE + O(e2) 
for x in [z,, zz] where here O(c2) is defined relative to the passing of 6 to 0. 
similarly 
1 f(x) I < exp {a[~ + O(e2)]} - 1 = 01~6 + O(G), 
for x in [x1, z.J, and in general 
/f(x) I < exp {~[cP-‘~ + O(G)]} - 1 = oin, +_O(E~), 
for x in [zn, z,,,]. Clearly since {zn} -+ 00 as n -+ ~0 there must exist M* such 
that 
xn*-1 I c I zn*, 
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and 
If@(y)) 1 < cP*c + O(2) I @*El + O(cf). 
Since jf(f(q)) 1 2 $4 we must conclude that 
El < o;n*‘l + O(E$, 314 
for arbitrarily small cr. This, of course, is absurd, and our lemma is esta- 
blished. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let v be an arbitrary element of Tn(S(c)) for any n 2 1. 
Then there exists v* in T”(S(<) n S(E)) such that /I y 11 2 11 v* 1 I. 
PROOF. T” topological and 3 uniformly locally connected imply T”(S) is 
uniformly locally connected. Also since S(E) n S(E) is a cutting of .!? it 
follows that Tn(S(e) n S(C)) is a cutting of Tn(S). Let m = min { 11 p 11 : q~ in 
T”( S( E) n s(c))} and assume there exists $,, in Tn(S(e) - Z?(E)) such that 
I/ I,& 11 < m. Let 6 = m - 11 I,+, Ij. Since Tn(S) is uniformly locally connected, 
there exists a positive constant p such that if vr and ~a are in T”(S) and 
11 vr - ‘pa II < p, then qr and qua lie together in a connected subset of T%(S) 
of diameter less than S/2. Consider #1 in 
and in general & in 
so long as I( &-r(O) I I - 6 > 0. Clearly there is a smallest k such that 
~~~,~,~~-~~O.Wedefine~,=O.NowforO~i~k,~~and~~+,lie 
together in a connected subset Vi of diameter less than 612. uf=, lJi, there- 
fore, is a connected subset of T”(S) w h ose distance from Tn(S(c) n S(E)) is 
not zero and which contains both I& and 0. But since I,!+, is in Tn(S(e) - S(E)) 
and 0 is obviously in Tn(s(e)) we have the implication that the image of a 
connected set under the continuous mapping T is not connected. Thus our 
lemma is established by contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let CI > 7~12 and let C > 0 be an arbitrary jixed constant. 
Then for su$kientZy small E there exists n, such that T”(S(E)) C S(CE) for all 
n such that n, < n 5 n, + m where m can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
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PROOF. Let y be an arbitrary positive constant. By Lemma 4.1 we can 
choose cr sufficiently small to assure that If(x) 1 I G+j4 for x I y where f 
is the solution of (1.1) corresponding to an arbitrary initial function in $E,) 
suchthat]ja,]]=E.H ence 1 af(x) f(x - 1) I < kle3j2, where k, is a positive 
constant, for all x in (0, y). Referring to (1.1) we see that f satisfies an equa- 
tion of the form 
u’(x) = - oru(x - 1) + g(x) 
on (0, r), where Ig(x) I -=c kr~~/a. Therefore, by Theorem 3.7 we may choose 
or sufficiently small so that there exists a positive constant X* such that 
for x > x* and for all u corresponding to an initial function v in 5’(~) such 
that 1 I Q, I / = E, U(X) > CE at some point in every interval between zeros of u 
over which U(X) is positive. Let L represent the least upper bound for the 
distance between zeros off and let n, be the smallest integer such that 
2n, > x*. Choose m and then or such that y > x* + 2(n, + m) L. It follows 
that P(S(E) n S(E)) c S(Ce) f or all 71 such that n, < n < nr + m and 
S(E) C &). Th ere ore f by Lemma 4.2 P(S(c)) C S(CE) and our proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 4.4. For 01> 7~12 there exist positive constants cl and k such that ;f 
IJJ is in S(E), then T(q) is in S(kr) where E is arbitrary in (0, ~~1. 
PROOF. Consider the solutionf of (1.1) corresponding to 9. We have that 
f’(x) 2 - c~[l +f(x)] for (0, ai( which implies f(x) 2 (1 + E) eVaxrz - 1. 
If g(E; X) = (1 + c) e- era: - 1 and {(E) is the first positive zero of g, then 
[(E) clearly approaches l/a as E -+ 0. Hence ai(q) > 1/2~ for or sufficiently 
small. Supposing that ai <_ 1 + 1/4a it follows easily that 
for pi sufficiently small. On the other hand suppose ai(v) > 1 + 1/4a. Then 
sincef’(X) < - Bf(x - 1) for x in (ai(~) - 1, xi(p)) it follows that 
By (2.4) zi(p) < 2 for or sufficiently small so we have the estimate 
f(z,(cp) - 1) > OL ,:‘4a (( 1 + 6) e-EC% - 1 } dx > 10-G. 
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f(x) z== (1 + 6) e-“‘jc - 1 
for x in (zI(cp) - 1, ~~(9)) and 
Using formula (1.3) we can conclude that in all situations 
f(&g + 1) < - IO-% 
for sufficiently small E. Letting 71 denote -f(z,(v) + 1) we observe that 
7 < 1 - e+ and f’(x) 5 a~[1 +f(x)] for x in [zl(v) + 1, z,(v)]. We 
easily compute that 
and Q sufficiently small. Also f’(x) > - &T - 1) on (zz(y) + 1, Z&J)) 
and we observe that for x2(v) - ~~(97) > 2 i- l/401 
s 
zdf?) -.f(%(P) - 1> - ax 
z,(al -1 
f(x) dx > + . 
Using this bound and the differential inequality f’(x) 5 a~[1 +f(x)], we 
easily compute that 
s 
ZP( 9) 
f(x)dx< -‘o-z?. 
z,(p)-1 a 
Consequently (1.3) implies f(zz(y) + 1) > 10-2r, > 10e5e, and using 
Lemma 4.2 our lemma is established for k = 10e5. 
LEMMA 4.5. For each y > 0 let S*(v) C C,+[- 1, 0] be the subset of all 
elements q~ such that 7 < [ 1 v / 1 < ea. For (Y > n/2 there exist an integer n and 
arbitrarily small E and 71 < E such that 
PROOF. For an arbitrarily large integer m we can, by Lemma 4.3, choose 
Q > 0 so that there is an integer nI such that T”(S*(e)) C S(E) for i = n,, 
fi, + 1, a**, n, + m and E in (0, <J. By Lemma 4.4 Uy;, TI(S(c)) is contained 
f’(x) = - 4(x - 1) (1 +m> 449 
in A’*@%) where K is some positive constant. On the other hand using 
Lemma 4.3 again we can choose E so that there exists an integer na > n, 
such that Tfiz(S*(k%)) C S(E) and such that m > na - nl. Hence letting 
7 = k% and n = n2 we have proved our lemma. 
Our next theorem presents the main result of this paper. Its proof depends 
on a most elegant theorem of Browder, contained in [4], which is as follows: 
(4.2) Let S, and Sa be open convex subsets of a Banach space X, S, a 
closed convex subset of X, S, C S, C S, and F a compact mapping of S, 
into X. If for some positive integer n, Fn is well-defined on S,, 
b Fj(S,) C S,, 
j=O 
and F”(S,) C S,,, 
then F has a fixed point in S,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let x L= sup {h(y) : 9 in S}. Then for each 01> z-12 there 
exists a nonconstant periodic solution of period < A. 
PROOF. It is clear that C,,[- 1, 0] is a Banach space and S*(v), as defined 
in Lemma 4.5, is an open convex subset of C,[- 1, 01. Also S(E) is a compact 
convex subset of C,[- 1, 01. Therefore, invoking (4.2) and Lemma 4.5 we 
have that there exists v* in S(E) such that T(q*) = q*. By the uniqueness 
of a solution of (1.1) corresponding to a given initial function it follows that 
the existence of v* implies the existence of the desired periodic solution and 
our theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. If f is a periodic solution of (1.1) then f is analytic in a strip 
of the complex plane containing the real line and 
s 
x-w 
f(t)dt = 0 z 
for all x > 0 where p denotes the period off. Furthermore, f may be chosen so 
that iff(xJ = 0 then f has a single simple zero z. in (x0, x0 + p) andf’(x) = 0 
z~andonlyifx=xo+lorx=xo+lforxin(xo,xo+p). 
PROOF. Thatf must be analytic in the indicated region follows immediately 
from a theorem in [l] which states that every solution of (1.1) defined on the 
whole real line is analytic on a strip in the complex plane containing the real 
line. That Jz+'f(t) dt = 0 for all real x is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2.1. Finally if f corresponds to an initial function q* in S which is a 
fixed point under T, obviously the remainder of our theorem must hold and 
our proof is complete. 
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The author has published a second paper concerning the functional 
equation (1.1) in this journal, reference [6]. This second paper presents a 
number of results concerning bounds on amplitudes, distributions of zeros, 
and general asympottic behavior of solutions. It also includes some experi- 
mental results strongly supporting the conjecture of asymptotic stability of 
periodic solutions of (1.1) with respect to an appropriately chosen class of 
initial functions. 
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